
RIESZ SUMMABILITY FOR DOUBLE SERIES*

BY

FLORENCE M. MEARS

I. Introduction

Among the definitions for summing simple series is that introduced by'

M. Rieszf in 1909, and later generalized by him to the following form:

Let {X„} be any sequence of positive numbers, increasing and becoming

infinite, with Xi^O; let p be any real number greater than or equal to zero.

Con sider the series 22 *=i. ■ • •. » c * • Write

y{s) = s-p22(s - ^k)vck.

If
lim y{s) = C,

S—► «

the series22*=i. •••,«, c* is said to be summable (R, X, p) to sum C.%

The purpose of this paper is to extend this definition to one for summa-

bility of double series, and to develop some of the properties of this extended

definition.   We consider the double series

«Jl  +  «12 + «13 +   •   •  •

(1.1) -T M21  +  «22 + «23 +   •   •  •

+.-

Let {X„} and {/¿„} be two sequences of real numbers, increasing and becom-

ing infinite, with Xi^O, /xi^O; let p and r be any real numbers.   We define

(1.2) cf(i,d- 22   E (* - x*)*(* - zu)'««.

We shall write

C\„(o-,t)   =  C     (ff,r)

Then for p > 0, r > 0, we have

* Presented to the Society, September 9,1927; received by the editors in July, 1927.

t Riesz, Sur la sommation des séries de Dirichlet, Paris Comptes Rendus, July S, 1909.

t Riesz, Sur les séries de Dirichlet et les séries entières, Paris Comptes Rendus, November 22,1909.

^ ,       ( Xm < a ^ X.n+1
=   2- w« for \

l   fin < r á£—1,1—1 /*n+l
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(1.3) CP\s,t) = prf     f  Cx,(«-,t)(j - o-y~\t - t)'-1 drda.
x* Jo    Jo

Forp = 0,r>0,

(1.4) CJs,t)=rf CUs,r)(t-Ty-idT,

and for r = 0, ^>>0,

(1.5) CV\s,t)=p   [   C^(a,t)(s-ff)"-lda.
** Jo

We shall say that the series 23*,fc-i, •■•■«> M*¡ is summable (R: X, /»; ju, r) to

sum Z7, if

lim   r»r(f(î,{) = í/.

The present paper includes theorems relative to the regularity and total

regularity of the extended definition; it establishes a relation between

methods of summation of the same type, X and n, when either p or r, or both p

and r, are changed; a relation between methods of summation of the same

order, p and r, when either X or ¡x, or both X and ¡jl, are changed; certain neces-

sary conditions for the Riesz summability of double series; theorems for the

Dirichlet and Cauchy products of double series, corresponding to the

theorems of Mertens, Cauchy and Abel for the Cauchy product of simple

series; a sufficient condition for the summability of the product of two

double series to the correct sum.

The proofs are similar to those of Hardy and Riesz* for the Riesz defi-

nition for simple series, with such alterations as might reasonably be ex-

pected because of change in dimensionality. Because of this similarity, the

proofs are in many cases condensed; where they differ, they are given in more

detail, f

* Hardy and Riesz, General Theory of Dirichlet s Series, Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics and

Mathematical Physics, No. 18. We shall refer to this tract by the letters H. R.

t The theorems of the present paper include as special cases results for the summability of

bounded double series. Certain of these results for bounded series, obtained by Dr. G.M.Merriman,

have been included in his paper Concerning the summability of double series of a certain type, Annals of

Mathematics, (2), vol. 28, p. 515. We shall refer to this paper by the letter M. The writer's first infor-

mation regarding Dr. Merriman's work was obtained on reading an abstract of it which appeared in

Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 33 (1927), p. 407, after the present paper was

completely written for publication.
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IL Regularity and total regularity

Denote by {xmn} the double sequence

*lli  Xi2,  Xi3, ■ ■ ■

X21,   X22,   X23,   •  •  •

associated with the double series (1.1). Then

m,n

¡t-1,1-1

A method for evaluating double series is said to be regular if whenever

{*mn} is a bounded convergent sequence, the transformed sequence con-

verges to the same value. A regular transformation of real elements is said

to be totally regular if when applied to a sequence of real elements {xmn}

which has the following properties,

(a) xmn bounded for each m,

(b) xmn bounded for each n,

(c) lim     xmn = + oo ,

it transforms the sequence into a sequence which has for its limit + °°.

Let
00 ,00

(2.1) s-*rrC*"(s,t) = y(s,t) =   22   a«(i,0*w.
*M fc-I.Ul

In order that a transformation of this form be regular,* it is necessary

and sufficient that

(a) lim    a*j(s,/) =0, for each k and / ;
J—»00     t—»00

00 ,00

(b) lim   22    aki{s,t) = 1 ;
*=i,¡-i

00

(c) lim      22 I Qki{s,t) | = 0, for each/ ;
J-»«o,<->»     k—1

00

(d) lim      22 I aki(s,t) | = 0, for each k ;
J-»0O _/-»»       J_J

(e) 22    I aki(s,t) | < A, for every pair of values of s and t.
*-i,i=i

* G. M. Robison, these Transactions, vol. 28 (1926), p. 67.
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In order that a transformation of the form (2.1) be totally regular,*

it is necessary and sufficient that there exist integers k0 and l<¡ such that

aki(s, t) ^0, when k>k0, l>h, for all 5 and /.

We state without proof the following theorems.

Theorem I.  (R: X, p; ju, r) is regular for p^0,r^0.

Theorem II. (R: \,p;p,r) is totally regular for p ^ 0, r è 0.

III. Lemmas

We shall derive eight lemmas, which are necessary for the proofs of the

subsequent theorems.

We make use of the symbols o, Ox, Ov, and O, which we define as follows.

If # is a positive function, we shall write

f(x,y) = o(<b(x,y)),

if lim (f/4>) = 0, as x—*<*>, y—»°°, independently.

If <j> is a positive function, and if to any pair of constants, cti, ßi, where

O^ai^ßi, there corresponds a constant Mi, such that

-< Mi, for «i ^ x ^ ßi, and for all y,

we write
f(x,y) = Ox(<p(x,y)).

If 0 is a positive function, and if to any pair of constants, a2, ß2, where

0^a2^ß2, there corresponds a constant M2, such that

< M2, for a2 è y á ßi, and for all x,

we write
f(x,y) =Ov(<b(x,y)).

If 0 is a positive function, and if there exists a constant M3, such that

-< M3, for all positive values of x and y,

we write
f(x,y) =0(<p(x,y)).

It is clear that if f(x, y)=Ox{<¡>(x, y)), f(x, y)=Ov{<¡>{x, y)) and/(x,y)

= o(<t>{x, y)), then f(x, y) =0{<t>(x, y)).

* Robison, loc. cit., p. 70.
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Lemma 1.  Let ^(x) be a continuous function such that

t¡/(x) ~ Ax" as    x —> oo ,  where a > — 1 ;

let <f>(x, y) be a function of x and y, and let

\(x,y) =   I    <b(u,y)\p(x - u)du.
Jo

Then

(a) if<t>(x,y) = Ov{x»), andß> - 1,

x(x,y) = CV^+e+i) ;

(b) if<t>{x,y)=Ox{yy),

x(x,y) =Ox(y) ;

(c) if <¡>(x,y) ~ BxPf as x —> oo ,  y —» oo ,  a»d ¿/ (b) ¿s satisfied,

r(« + i)r(0 + l)
x(*,y) ~AB-za+<'+1y>'.

r(a + ß + 2)

(a) We can write

\¡/(u) = Au" + ^i(m), where ^i(w) = o(u").

By hypothesis, constants yi and Mi exist such that for O^y^yi,

. .       r x\ <f>(u,y) |  , .
| x(x,y) I á   I    -1 -4(a; — u)" + ipi{x — u) | u?du

Jo uP

< Mi   I     | A {x — u)a + 4ti(x — u) | u&du
Jo

( .      . T(a + l)T(ß +1) r*. ..       \
= mA\a\    I      ,   0  ,   n.L *"+ß+1 +        I Uu')(x - u'Y \du'\.

\ T(a + ß + 2) Jo )

Given €>0, we can choose £ so that

f | ̂ i(w')(* - «')" | du' <Mi f («')"(* - u'Ydu'
Jo Jo

+ e  f  (u')°(x - u'Ydu' =Ji+J2,

where M2 is a number depending only on £. Since (x—u'f is increasing

throughout the interval (0, £), or decreasing throughout this interval, by

the second law of the mean for integrals, and for 0 < £i < £,
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Ji = M2ï(x - Ö* f («')"<*«' + (x)f> f \u')°du'I = 0{x») = o(a^"+l).

We have

/2 ^ « r («'M* - m')^«'=o(^+"+i).
Jo

Therefore |x(#, y) | is of the desired form,

(b) ForOgz^Zi,

"\4>{u,y)4>{x - u)
I x(x,y)\ á  I

Jo
(x — u)aydu

yr(x — u)a

= yM3  I   (x - u)"du = Ox{y),
Jo

where Xi and M3 are constants.

(c) Write ${u)=Aua-\-\l/i{u), where ypi(u)=o{u"), and <¡>{u, y)=Bufiy

+<l>i(u, y), where (j>i = o(ufiy). Substituting in x(x, y) we obtain the sum of

four integrals. We have

(3.11)        AMr I   uß(x - u)adu = AB y-■ x°+»+K
Jo T(a + ß + 2)

It is necessary to prove that the other three integrals are of  the  form

o(xa+e+ly).

Given e>0, we can choose £ and t] so that

<^i(«.y) | < euPy    for « ^ £,  y è V-

Assume y^Tj.

We have

J\A<bi(u,y)(x — «)"|¿«
0

=   f \A<t>i(u,y)(x - u)"\du+  f \A<bi(u,y)(x-u)a\du
Jo J (

<\a\< My I   (x — u)"du + ey I  «"(* — u)"du >

where M is a constant.

Applying the second law of the mean for integrals  to fly(x—u)"du,

we have
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(3.12)    f   \A<bi(u,y)(x - uY\ du = 0(xay*) + o{x"+»+ly) = o(***+1y),
Jo0

which is the desired form.

For the same £ and rj,

J| <>Áu,y)^i{x — u) | du
o

=   I     \4>i{u,y)\¡/i{x — m) I du +   I   I <Êi(M,y)iAi(:*: — m) | ¿m

< Afy  I    I ̂ i(a; — u) I ¿M + ey  I   u? \ \pi(x — u) \ du
Ja J f

= MfM£ + ey f    *| (.- - m')Vi(m') I du',
Jo

where Af4 depends only on £.

By the proof for Ji and J2 in (a),

ey> f       | (a; - m')^i(«0 | ¿«' -.«(«"♦«-.yir)
Jo

and therefore

(3.13) f   I <bi(u,y)y¡*i(x - u)\du = o(xa+»+lf).
Jo

From the proof used for /i and J2,

(3.14) f    | Bußy>ti(x - u)\du = ö(*a+/S+1yr)•
Jo

From the results for (3.11), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) it follows that

x(x, y) is of the desired form.

Lemma 2. Let <f>(x, y) and \p(x, y) be functions of x and y, and let

x(x,y) = j    i¡/(u,v)<b(x — u,y — v)dvdu.
Jo   Jo

Then

(a) if \f/(x, y)=Oy(xa) and <¡>{x, y)=Ov(xy) where a and y are > —1,

x(x,y) =Oy(x»+y+1);

(b) if \¡/(x, y) =Oz{yß) and <f>(x, y)=Ox(yh) where ß and S are > — 1,

x(x,y) =0I(.V+5+1);
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(c)* if \¡/(x, y)~Axayß] and <t>(x, y)~Bxrys as x—>oo, y—>», and if (a) and

(b) are satisfied,
,    ^     Jpr(«+i)r(j8 + i)r(7 + i)r(a + i)

x(x,y) ~ AB- xa+y+iyß+s+i
r(a + T + 2)r(/3 + 5 + 2)

(a) We can find a constant M, such that when O^c^yi,

<K« ,*)
< Af and

Assuming Ogy^yi, we have

<^(x — u,y — v)

(x — u)y
< M.

I x(x,y) \ < M2 \      I    «"(a; — u)idvdu
Jb   Jo

r(« + i)r(7 + l)
< Afs —-—--xf^+tyi = Oy(x°-*+1).

T(a + y + 2)

(b) The proof of (b) is similar to that of (a).

(c) Using the method used in M., p. 519, we write x(x, y) as the sum of

four integrals, the first of which is of the desired form.

We write

J.I     pyI    AWtPfaix — u,y — v)dvdu
0     J 0

=  f    f A(x- u')°(y- v'y<bi(u',v')dv'du'
Jo    Jo

in the form

Jo    Jo Jo    Jo "0    J0 J (    J f

where the integrands on the right hand side of the inequality are in absolute

value. Given e >0, we choose £ and r¡ so that

*i(«',«0 < e(u')y(v')i,   for £ á «', V ̂  »',

and by methods similar to those used in Lemma 1, we can show that the

integral of (3.21) is of the desired form.

Similarly, we can show that

(3.22) f     f B(x- «My- v)*4>i(u,v)dvdu = o(x^+lf+'+1).
Jo    "0

* Case (c) corresponds to M., p. 519, Lemma 4. The conditions (a) and (c) are replaced here by

the less stringent conditions (a) and (b).

f By\l>(x,y)~AxayPwemea.n that^/(i°ji^)—*A asac—»oo,y—>»,independently.
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It remains to prove that

I    4>i(u,v)<bi(x - u,y - v)dvdu = o{xtt+r+lf+i+v).
o    Jo

Given €>0, we can choose £ and ?/ so that

\pi(u,v) < tWv8,  for £ ^ u, i] ^ ».

We express the absolute value of the integral as the sum of three integrals,

Jl, J%, and J3 , as in (3.21).

We have

Jl < ( I WvP<j>i(x — u,y — v)dvdu

= e f f      (* - u'Y(y - v'Y<bi{u' ,v')dv'du'.
Jo       Jo

We can choose £i and t/i such that

4>i{u',v') < tiu'YWY, for fc g u', m g p'.

We express Jl as the sum of three integrals as in (3.21) and by methods

similar to those used in Lemma 1, we can show that J{, J2, and Jl, and

hence (3.23), are of the form o(x"-^+1 /+'+»).

From the results for (3.21), (3.22), and (3.23), it follows that x(x, y)

is of the desired form.

x" r(* + i)r(*') Jo   **

Lemma 3.  If p^O, p'>0, r£0,

^p+v.r,   A     Y{p + p' + \)  r>

T{p + l)T(p') Jo

We have a similar result if r^O, r'>0, />^0.

We omit the proof, because of its similarity to that of H. R., Lemma 6.

Lemma 4. If p^O, p'<i, p'^p andr^O,

.              T{p-p'+l)  r>   dCZ(u,t)
C (s,t) =- I-(5 — u) "du.

x" r(H-i)r(i-*0 Jo        du

We have a similar result if r^0, r'^r, r'<l and p^O. The proof is

obtained from the preceding lemma by a method analogous to that of M.,

Lemma 1, part 4.
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Lemma 5. If uki is real, 0^r¡^t,p'^0,r'^0,0<r^í, then

r(r + r,+ 1)l   fV'"(,,r)(/-r)-ár   g max  | C*'""{o-,r) \ .
T(r' + l)r(r) I Jo    * oW    x" "

We have a similar result for 0^£^s, r'^0, p'^0, 0<p^l.  The proof

is analogous to that of H.R., Lemma 8, and M., Lemma 2.

Lemma 6. Ifp^O, r^0,p'<l, r'<l,p'^p andr'^r, then

„_,.,,_,, T(p - p' + l)r(r - r' + 1)
C (s,t) =

x" rr> + i)r(i - p')T(r + i)r(i - r')

•/ 0      ^0

-(s - «)-"'(< — v)~r'dvdu.
dvdu

The proof is obtained by applying Lemma 4 twice.

Lemma 7.   // w*i ¿s reo/, 0g£^s, 0g»7^, />'^0, r'^0, 0<¿gl and

0<r^l, ¿¿era

rr> + ¿'+ i)rr> + r'+ i) i fî f -v

r(¿' + i)r(/>)r(r' + i)r(r) Jo    Jo     x"

S max  | C (<t,t) I .
oá»áí      x"

The proof is analogous to the proofs referred to in Lemma 5.

Lemma 8. If <f> is a positive function of x such that

f <bdx —> «s , as x —> oo

and if fis a function of x and y, such that

f = o(<b), and f = 0,(1),
then

I    o(<j>)dx = o <   I   <bdx>,

Since/= o (</>), for any e >0 we can find £ and r¡ such that

| /| < &t>, for x ^ £ and y ^ i?.

Since^O* (1), there exists some constant M, such that

|/| < JIÍ, for x < £.
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Assuming y è v> we have

nx /»{ y»z

I f(x,y)dx\^\   J f(x,y)dx\ + \   I f{x,y)dx
I   Jo '  Jo I   Jf

Therefore

<M(í-a)-ftí <¿dz á üf(£ - a) + t f

f 1

f(x,y)dx

$dx.

I. M (€ - a)
< - + €.

|   <^(a;)áa: I   <b(x)dx
Jo Jo

Since /Ó 0(fo diverges, we have the desired result.

IV. Theorems or consistency

Theorem III. If the series^umn is bounded and summable (R: X, p; ¡i, r)

to sum U, then^2un„ is summable (R: X, p'; p, r) to sum U, providedp'^p^O,

r^O. Both s~pt-rC?ß (s, t) and s-p'tr*c(¿ (s, t) are bounded.

It has been proved that a bounded sequence is transformed by a regular

transformation into a bounded sequence;* therefore Theorem III is a special

case of the following more general theorem.

Theorem III'. If^2umn is summable (R: X, p; p, r) to sum U, and if

C\„ (s, t)=0„(tr), then 23wmn is summable (R: X, p'; p, r) to sum U, and

C£ (s, t)=0,(t'), provided p'^p^O, and r^O. If Cfß (s, t)=0{s'tr), then

C£(s,t)~0(s>'t').

The theorem is obviously true for p' =p^0. We assume that p' = p+p",

where p" >0; from Lemma 3, we have

Since by hypothesis C^{s, t)~Usnr as s—>oo, /—»oo, and since C*Jjs,t)

= 0.(tr), we have, by Lemma 1(c),

C    vr T(p")T(p +   1)
I   C  (u,t)(s - uY'-^du ~U    ^      F ^-LSP+P"tr

Jo    x" Y{p + p" + \)

and by Lemma 1 (b)

* Robison, loc. cit., p. 67.
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f'(f(u,t)(s - uy-'du = 0.(tr).
Jo     x"

If C& (s, t) = 0(sptT), we have, by Lemma 1(a),

'(f(u,t)(s - m)""-1 du - Ot(sP+»").

Using these results in (4.1), we have the desired theorem.

The analogous theorem for p^O and r'^r^O may be proved in the

same way. If we change p to p' under the condition of Theorem III, and

then change r to r' under the conditions of the analogous theorem, we

obtain the following theorem.

Theorem IV. // the series 22M»>» iS bounded and summable (R: X, p;

ix, r) to sum U, then 22M»m iJ summable (R: X, p'; jti, r') to sum U, provided

p'^p^Oandr'^r^O. Boths"»*—Cx* (>,/) ands-''t-T'Cp£ (s,t) are bounded*

This theorem is a special case of the following theorem.

Theorem IV'. 7/22M»>» îS summable (R: X, p; n, r) to sum U, and if
C\„(s, t) = 0(sptT), then 22M»>» is summable (R: X, p'\ ju, r') to sum U, and

CC(s, t)=0(s"'tr'), provided p'^p^O, r'^r^O.

This group of theorems is a generalization for double series of the first

theorem of consistency, established by Hardy and Rieszf for simple series.

For the generalization for double series of the second theorem of consistency!):

we require the following lemmas, § which we state without proof.

Lemma 9. Any logarithmico-exponential function (or, in short, L-function)

/i(X) is continuous, of constant sign, and monotonie from a certain value of X

onwards; and the same is true of any of its derivatives.

* Cf. M.,p.521,Theorem I. This theorem is true for bounded series. That the proof, even with

this restriction, does not follow from the statement 0''(<r,Ti) « Cio", O'Otï, t) » Cft*, is shown by the

senes

C„ = (- l)"-1 ;  c„ = (- l)"^r¡. for m*l,

which is bounded and convergent to zero. If X„=2"_1, X„ = 2"*-1, the series is C1 summable, but

OVi, t) « Ctr is not true.

fH.R.,p.29.
t H. R., p. 30; Hardy, The second theorem of consistency for summable series, Proceedings of the

London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. IS (1915), pp. 72-88.

§ Hardy, The second theorem etc., p. 75.

I.
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Lemma 10. If p—»°o, and a number A exists such that

M=0(XA),
then

/i(r) denoting the rth derivative of p(X).

Lemma 11. If p satisfies the conditions of Lemma 10, and if v lies between

two positive numbers g and G, then positive numbers h and H exist, such that

m(x)

The same result holds for decreasing functions which decrease less rapidly

than X_A for some value of A.

The first theorem of the group corresponding to the second theorem of

consistency is as follows.

Theorem V. // the series 23«« is bounded and summable (R: X, P; p, r)

to sum U, and if i\ is an L-function o/X, such that

V=0(\*),

where A is a constant, then^Uki is summable (R:ij,p;p, r) to sum U, provided

P^0,rt0.   Both sr*t-'CZ(s, t) and sr*trrC* (s, t) are bounded.

This is a special case of the following theorem.

Theorem V. // the series XlM*i ** summable (R: X, p; p, r) to sum U

and if Cj£ (s, t) = 0.(lT) ; if t] is an L-f unction of X, such that

V =0(X*),

where A is a constant, then 23«t¡ is summable (R: r¡, p; p, r) to sum U, and

C£ (s, 0 = 0.(tr),provided p^Oandr^O. If C£ (s, t) = 0(sH'), thenC£ (s, t)

= 0(s*tr).

We shall assume that w*¡ is real and that U = 0. If uu is complex, we

can consider the real and imaginary parts of the series separately. If V ̂ 0,

we prove the theorem for the double series^3MH, where

,       («il — U, for k = I = 1,
Ukl = \

\Uki, for all other k and I.

We complete the proof by adding the convergent double series 23M*i> where

„       I U, for k = / = 1,
Ukl — \

( 0, for all other k and /.
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Case 1.   p = 0, rèO.

In C¡£ (í, w), let j = i)(v). Since r¡m = ?7(Xm) <r¡(v) gr¡m+i when Xm <v^\m+i,

it follows immediately from the definition of C^ (<r, r) that

C°°hW,w] =C°\v,w)
Iß Xm

and that therefore

C '[tjM.to] = C'(v,w).
Iß AM

Hence the theorem is true under the conditions of Case 1.

From Lemma 3, for p>0, r^O, we have

C \v,w)(v - v)r-idv = o(v*wr).
x,   x"

We wish to prove that

/» «
C r(ff»w)(s - a)p~1da = o(s*w>r).

Let s = 7](v) and o- = »;(?)=7/.

Since

Or r -, Or

C   [vW,w\ =C (v,w),
iß Xm

we may write (4.22) in the form

J*v o
C  (v,w)(s - rür-Wdv = o(5pW)-

x,   x"

Case 2.  Assume p a positive integer and r è 0.

By repeated applications of (3.4), we have

or 1 /ay „

x"v '       ¿! W  x"

Substituting this expression in (4.23), we have a constant multiple of

J = fV (£\PC*(v,w)(s - ri)p-l-0'dv.

Integrating J by parts p times, we obtain
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j-wfa. .)(£)'(. -,).£;

-(-i)'-'c>>'4(¿)'(s-')i.
J.« / ̂  \ p+i

XlCx>'w)U) {s-v)Pdv

= Jl + /2.

Since

[®L<-lypKs'Y,

where

we have

a
s' = —v("), when v = v,

dv

pr Cx„ (»,w) /vs'\p
(4.31) /i = -f IC^uOr/)» = - ¿1 ( — )spwr

= o(\)0(\)spwr = o(sPwr) ,

by Lemma 10.

We can easily prove that

(—)    (s - vY = 5>**~V,(n0A0i")fc

where the A's are constants, and

0<ßo + ßi + ß2 +■■■ =a^p,
(4.32)

01 + 2/32 + 3/?3+-p + i.

Therefore J2 is the sum of constant multiples of integrals of the form

(4.33) s*-" f C*(i»>«0ir*('í')ft(ií")* "•*».
Ja,   x"

Since Cx^ (p, w) *=o{vpwr), and since, by Lemma 10,

(4.33) is of the form
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*~ jr o(V>Wr)w[o £)Y[o (^y • •••

(4.34)        = s*"" f o { jii'^a-^ • • •+» V°+"'+ • • -1 ^} dv
A,

= i->-aw,' I   o{i)tt-1i)'}dv.
J\,

The conditions of Lemma 8 are satisfied, since

/' ij°
if-1 ij'áv = — oo , as v —» oo

a

and since
Cxb(>',w)_ííLl-V.(,Oa(ii'0*-0,(1).

WT

Therefore we may write (4.34) as

(4.35) s*-"wro\   |   r)"-li)'dv\ = (s'wr).

From (4.31) and (4.35) we have

/ = o(s*wr),

which proves that the series is summable (R: r¡,p;¡x, r) under the conditions

of Case 2. To complete the proof for Case 2, we must show that under the

same   conditions,   C%(s, t)=0.(r),   [CZ=0(s'tr)],  provided  CZ=0,(f),

[cz-o<n>)].
Assume s bounded; then v is bounded. Letw—»oo.  From (4.31) we have

C\u(v,w)
(4.41) Ji = - p\-0(1)5"«;'

VPWT

= 0,(1)0(1)W = 0.(wr).

If we assume w bounded, while i—»oo, and hence »»—»oo, we have

(4.42) Ji = 0.(l)0(l)s» = Oa(s*).

The integral of (4.33) may be written

sp-a />H>œn«œr
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If w—»oo, while s and v are bounded, this integral is of the form

f '
(4.43) sp-"0,(wr)  I   v-pr¡"-17i'dv = O.(w').

Jx,

If we assume w bounded, while 5 and v—»oo f we have

i"-" f O.il)^'-^"^1,"-1'!^

(4.44) X'

= 5P-°0„(1)  I   if-yT\'dv = CMs*).
JXi

From (4.41), (4.42), (4.43), and (4.44) we see that the theorem is true

under the conditions of Case 2.

To complete the theorem, we must consider the cases 0</><l. r^O,

and p>\ and not integral, r^O. The proof that the series is summable

(R: r], p;p, r) under the conditions of Case 2 is the same as the proof of the

corresponding case of the second theorem of consistency* for simple series,

if, in the latter proof, we replace C\K{<r) by C^,(v, w) and o(f') by o(spwr),

letting P = k, X=X, and making appropriate changes in v and s for changes

in a and f. The proof that the series is summable under the conditions of the

remaining cases may be obtained in the same way from the corresponding

cases of the theorem for simple series; the extended proof requires Lemmas 5

and 8, together with the group of lemmas 9, 10 and 11. As in Case 2, the

fact that C^{s, t) =0,(f), [C^ = 0(sptr)], may be deduced from the equations

used in proving the summability.

Theorem VI. // the series 23M" ** summaote (R: X, 0; p, r) to sum U,

and if rj is an increasing function of\, r^O, then^Uki is summable (R: 77, 0;

p, r). IfC^{s,í) is bounded for s bounded, or t bounded, or both bounded, C^(s, t)

is bounded similarly.

This theorem follows immediately from the proof of Case 1, Theorem V.

If we hold X fixed, and let 6 = 0(pA), and if p ^ 0, r è 0, we have a theorem

analogous to Theorem V. The theorems corresponding to Theorems V

and VI are also true. If we now change X to 77 under the conditions of

Theorem V, and change p to 6 under the conditions of the analogous theorem,

we have the following theorem of consistency.

Theorem VII.   // the series 23M*¡ ** bounded and summable (P: X, P;

p, r) to sum U, and if r¡ is an L-f unction of X, and 6 an L-f unction of p, such

that
H = O(XA0 and 0 - 0(/iA').

* Hardy, loc. cit., pp. 77. 78.
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where Ai and A2 are constants, then 22«*¡ is summable (R: rj, P; 6, r) to sum

U, provided p^O, r^O.  Both sT'CSfa t) and s-»irrC%(s, t) are bounded.

This is a special case of the following theorem.

Theorem VII'. // the series 22«« ** summable (R: X, p; u, r) to sum U,

and if C^(s, t) =0(s"tr) ; if r¡ is an L-function of X, and 6 an L-function of u,

such that
r, = 0(XA>) and 0 = 0(¿uA«),

where Ai and A2 are constants, then^Uki is summable (R: r\,P;Q,r)to sum U,

and C%(s, t) = 0(sHr), provided pt0,r^0.

V. Necessary conditions for summability

Theorem VIII. //22*.*--i. ■ ■ •.„ «*¡ m summable (R: X, p; u, r) to sum U,

then

L\Xt+i — \k/ \ni+i — hi/ J

//, in addition, C^(s, t) = 0,(p), then

Ukl-U^Ok\(-^-\];
L\M¡+1 — Pi/ J

ifCZ(s,t)=Ot(s*),then

L\xt+i - \J J
This theorem is a special case of the following more general theorem.

Theorem IX. //22*.i-i. •••,«, «*¡ is summable (R: X, p; ft, r) to sum U,

and if p' and r' are integers such that O^p'^p, O^r'gr, where \k<s for

P' = 0, m<t for r' = 0, X*gi^X*+i, for p' >0, and m^t^fn+ifor r'>0, then

CP'"(s,t) -  EW = o\-ÎS3-US-1
x" L(xi+i - x*)"-"' (m+i - p,)*-"}

If, in addition, C^s, t)=0,(tr), then

C*'r\s,t).-Us*t" = 0.\(       "l+\     1;
X" l(fil+l   -   fllY-'J

ifCZ(s,t)=Oi(sr>),then

CP'r'(s,t) - Us>'t" = Ot\-^-T

* Cf. M., p. 521, Theorem II (i). The proof is incorrect when p and r (or either p or r) are

integral, since under these conditions the formula for C'-'{X, Í2) does not follow from Lemma 1.
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Case 1. Assumep and r integral;/> è 1, r è 1.

Assume U = 0, and uki real.

Let Qx—\k = xh, where x = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p and A = (Xi+i —X*)//>, and let

<Pv-Pi=yJ, where y = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r and j = (jn+i-pl)/r.

Let ß and ^ denote any of these numbers.

By Lemma 3, applied twice, we have

(5.11)  pr f     f C^,T~\c,r)dTdc = C£(Q,*) = o(i2>Vr) = o(\Kp+ipf+l).

Using Lemma 7, and the fact that

C^(a,r) = o{*'Tr) - o(X^+im4i):

we have

•0      /»*

I       I   C (a,T)drd(r
Jx> J,,   x"

J«a    /•*        /»xt     »*        /.a    «/i¡        «xt   «Mi
- - + = «(itf+1«'+i).

o    Jo        Jo      Jo        Jo    Jo Jo    Jo

Writing

»a    /•*   _ , . , /•«    r*
f      f C*"** \<T,r)dTd<r =   Í     f C*~lr \*,r)dty - r)d(Q - c)

J\t Jfi   x" Jxt Jm,   x"

and integrating (r — 1) times by parts with respect to t, and (p — 1) times

with respect to a, we have

(5.2)        (* - mO l~(o - x*) cf1,r""1(xt,Mí) + ^-^(ß - x*)»cf s,r_1(xt, „,)
|_ x" 2 x"

+ ... + _(o _ x*)»c°,r"l(x* + 0, m«)1
/> Xm J

+ ^~-(* - "<)a[(ß - X^C^^CXí.mi)

+ • • • + — (o - x*)"C0,r_2(x* + 0, w)l + • • •
Í x" J

+ -<i> - mi') [(n - x*x£~i,0(x*,mi + o)

+ • • • + — (o - x*)"C00(x* + 0,mi + 0)1.p x" J
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For the p different values of x, and the r different values of y, we get pr

different linear combinations of the form (5.2). The proof of the first part

of the theorem may be completed as in M., p. 523.

The proof of the second part of the theorem is entirely similar if o is

replaced by 0, or by Ot.

Case 2. Assume p and r not integral. The proof is that of M., p. 522.

Case 3. Assume p integral, and r not integral.

We define fix as in Case 1, and fa as in Case 2; we apply Lemma 3 twice,

and then Lemma 7, and integrate the result by parts, [r] times with respect

to t and (p — 1) times with respect to a. The rest of the proof is similar to that

for Case 1.

By a similar proof, we can show that the theorem is true for p not integral,

and r integral.

By means of Theorem VIII, we can prove the following theorems.

Theorem X. If Xm = 0(Xm—Xm_i), then no double series can be summable

(R: X, p; p, 0) unless it is convergent.

Theorem XL If pn — 0(ßn — pn-i), then no double series can be summable

(R: X, 0; p, r) unless it is convergent.

Theorem XII. 7/Xm = 0(Xm—Xm_i) and pn = 0(pn—pn-.ï), then no double

series can be summable (R: \,p;p, r) unless it is convergent.

VI.  MUXTD?LICATI0N

We consider the double series 23-»,n=-i.--.,. amn and 53>»,n-i, •••.» L,

and form the Dirichlet double series

oo  oo

£ amn r»-'«"*'« and 23 bmn e-*»"-"»"'.
l.i

Let X< be the ascending sequence formed by all the values of X/+X,",

and p,- the ascending sequence formed by all the values of pv>+p„-.   If
i II I II

X,,, +X5l =X„,-f-X„, so that two values of X are the same, the order of these

two values is indifferent.   The same thing is true for two equal values of p.

The series J3»,í=i, • • •■» ca> where

Cti =        ¿3 ¿3        Ctmnbkl,
Xn'+Xfc"—X<     Mn'+Ml"—H

is analogous to the Dirichlet product for simple series.   We shall call it the

Dirichlet product of the double series ^2amn, 23im„, of type (X', p'; X", p").

We shall call the double series23»>.n=i, • • •.» Cm», where
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Cmn = au bmn       +  •     •     •   + öi„ bmi

+ a2ièm_i,„ + •   •   ■+a2nbm-i.i+ •   *   ■

+ amibin     + •   •   • + amnbu ,

the Cauchy product of the double series 22a»in and 22^»»>.  It is analogous to

the Cauchy product for simple series.

The analogues of the theorems of Mertens, Abel and Cauchy for the

Cauchy product of simple series have been proved for the Dirichlet product

Of simple series.* We shall prove corresponding theorems for the Dirichlet

product of double series. Since the Cauchy product is a special case of the

Dirichlet product, it follows that these theorems must be true also for the

Cauchy product of double series.

Theorem XIII. // 22a»»> ** absolutely convergent to sum A, and 22^«»

convergent to sum B and bounded, then 22c»>> the Dirichlet product of the type

(\', fi';\", /i"), is convergent to sum C and bounded, andC=AB.

We assume that B = 0.

Let C„, be a partial sum of the product series, and let amn be the a of

highest rank in it. Then

rn^n k ,1

c», =   22   aijBki,  where Bkt =  22    &<»
«=i,i-i {—1,1—1

and where k is a function of i and m, and / a function of/ and «.

Suppose CMr contains a term aytbyt- Then it contains all the terms apqbr.

(p^y,r^y,q^ô,s^ô). Therefore

m ^ 7, n ¡ï S ;

k^y,    for i = 1,2, ■ ■ • , y,

I ^ S,     for y = 1,2, • • ■ , 5.

Since 22^»>n-^0, and since 22ffmn is absolutely convergent, it is possible

to choose y and 5 so that

| BH\ <«,  k t y, I ^ S

and

221 ««I - Sifl.il <«•
1.1 1,1

* H. R., pp. 63, 64.
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By hypothesis, Bki is bounded. Let B be an upper bound of | Bki\.

Then

[m,n y ,6 "1 y ,S

Zl<*«l - ZKI   +«ZUii
1,1 i,i      j      1,1

<e(B + A).

Therefore C„, approaches zero as 7 and 5 approach 00, that is. as m and n

approach 00.

If B^O, we form a new series, 23^mn> such that

611 = bu — B

and f
bmn = bmn,    for m j¿ 1 and n^l.

Then the Dirichlet product of 23a»"> and 23¿>mB—>0: therefore the Dirichlet

product of 23am„ and23*»».-».4.B.

To prove that the product series is bounded, we prove first that since

23a»»» is absolutely convergent, 23 I a<n« I is bounded. For there exists an M,

such that when m > M, n > M,

w»,n

£|o„| <A +e.
1,1

But for any p and q we can find an m and an n, such that p<m, q<n, m>M,

n>M.   Therefore

p,o w,n

23 I aa I <   23 I a»» I < ^ + «, for all p and q,
î.i 1,1

and 23 I amn | is bounded.

Let A be an upper bound of 23 I am» I •    We have

m ,n

Cm» =   2*    aijBki-
<-i,}-i

Therefore

23 I */|| a» I ̂  «.7
<-i,/-i

Theorem XIV. //23a""» 23^™» ««¿23c>»n are a# convergent and bounded,

where 23c»>» ** 'Ae Dirichlet product, then AB = C.

By means of Theorem IV, we deduce this theorem from the following more

general theorem.
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Theorem XV. If^amn is summable (R: X', p'; h', r') to sum A, and if

22&mn m summable (R: X", p"; h", r") to sum B, wherep', r', p" andr">-\,

and if ap,Tr'Aly(s,t) and o*"TT"Bl>£'.(s,t) are bounded, then the Dirichlet

product series, Ecmn, is summable (R: X, p; p, r) to sum C, where p=p'+p"

+ l,r=r'+r"+l, and AB = C, and C^(s, t) is bounded.

We have

<£(M) =   E    E (s - \>'(t - nnYamn,

bp'„rJs,t) = E   E (*-x*")p"(/-Hi'Y'bki,
11 Xt"<»   Ml"«

and

<£<*,0 = E   E (s - \i)'(t - n)'cii.

We shall prove that

X" X,<.      ß,<t

(o..)      C(S,0—r(i + 1) r(r + ,)

T(p' + i)T(p" + 1)    T(r' + i)T(r" + 1)

'0     >> 0

For consider the term am„bki. It occurs in C£(s, /) if Xm'+Xt"<s and

fjtn'+m"<t, with the coefficient

(s - \i)»(t - Ny = (s- \'m - \k")»(t - Mb' - „,")'•

The term amn occurs in AyTß>(<r, r) if Xm'<o-, and nn'<r, with the coefficient

(<r-\m'y(T-fin')r'; bkl occurs in ByÇ,(s-<r,t-T) if X*"<i-o-, and/ii"<

t—T, with the coefficient (s—a—\k")p" (t—r—fti")'". Therefore annbk¡

occurs in the right hand member of (6.1) if Xro'+X*"<i and nn'+m"<t,

and it scoefficient is

T(p + 1) T(r + 1)

T(p' + l)T(p" + 1)      T(r' + l)r(r" + 1)

„// ft

'  f '   ' r   ' (* - X»)P'(T - *)"(* - » - **")*"(< - t - m'Y'arda

r(/» + i) r(f+i)       r1 r*
-U_L_i-L-L-l-   |     {     «»V'(* _ «)P"(y_ v)'"
T(p' + i)T(p" + i)  r(/+ 1 r(r" + 1) Jo Jo

dvdu
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Therefore (6.1) is established.

But Af£.(<r, t)~A<jp't'' and B*v'(<r, t)~B<jp"t'", and Aly(<r, t)/(o-*V)
and B£y,(rj, t)/(ö*V") are bounded.

Therefore by Lemma 2, C^(s, /) ^ABs1'?, and the transformed sequence

is bounded, which proves the theorem.

Theorem XVI. //23a»»» and^bmn are absolutely convergent with sums A

and B, then the Dirichlet product series of type (X', p'; X", p") is absolutely

convergent with sum AB.

Since 23flm» and 23^""» are absolutely convergent, the series 231 fl»»» I

and 231 ^<nn\ are convergent and bounded. Therefore, by Theorem XIII,

their product series is convergent and bounded.

Suppose

en =23 23     amnbki

and

da =23 23     amnbkt.
X»'+Xt"—X¿     l*n'+Pl"— »i

Then |di;|^<;<,-, and by the comparison test for double series, 231 ¿«I is

convergent. Hence 23^»'; is absolutely convergent and by Theorem XIII

its sum is AB.

Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y.


